Customer requires a quote at this time: Date Received: Date Required: 

Layout received has written dimensions or proper scale noted and is a scaleable drawing

Customer has specified bar/restaurant capacity

Customer has specified preferred number of bartenders (If no, recommendation will be made)

### Cocktail stations required:
- Pass-thru w/Glasswasher
- Pass-thru w/o Glasswasher
- Undercounter Stations

### Bar design involves:
- Existing Bar Die
- Millwork Bar Die
- Glastender Modular Bar Die

### Services customer requires:
(Select all that apply)
- Draft Beer
- Number of Flavors
- Remote
- Full Liquor
- Bottle Beer
- Direct Draw System

- Customer has listed any existing pieces of equipment if applicable

### Customers “wish list” of desired equipment in layout:
- Ice Bins
- Blender Stations
- Liquor Displays
- Hand Sinks
- Glasswashers
- 3 Compartment Sinks
- 4 Compartment Sinks
- Drainboard Cabinets
- Drainboards
- Mug Froster
- Slide Top Coolers
- Ice Cream Freezers
- Soda Gun Holders
- Backbar Liquor Display
- Add-on Cabinet Base
- Glass Ice Display Unit
- Lighted Liquor Display
- Add-on Cabinet Base Storage

### Complete applicable cooler specifications provided (model # and door swings)

Refrigeration
- Self-Contained
- Remote

Base Style
- 1" Base
- 6" Legs

Door Style
- Black Vinyl
- Unlaminated
- Laminated
- Stainless Steel
- Glass
- S/S Glass
- Laminated Glass
- Wood Panel
- Laminated Specifications

Top Style
- No Finished Top
- Laminated
- Stainless Steel
- Laminated Specifications